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Walk raises money for diabetes
By lanell Kingsborough
REPORTER

Walk to Cure Diabetes" is
dedicated to finding a cure lor
diabetes. Each year die luveuilc
Diabetes Research Foundation
holds this walk all across the
country at 200 sites. Toledo holds
the largest walk in Northwest
Ohio. It is the fastest growing
ftindraising event in the history
olthclDUi:

By Brandi Hasting
REPORTtn

It is Friday the 13th. Instead of
going out to the bars, lake a trip to
Toledo and visit the new haunted
attraction, Nautical Nightmare.
Located in International Park in
downtown Toledo. Nautical
Nightmare is housed in the historical "Boh-lo" boat, the Ste. Claire.
Visitors have the option of going
through two haunted houses,
Ballroom of Terror and First Class
Nightmare. However, to get to
First Class Nightmare you must
purchase tickets for both attractions, as it can only be reached by
going through Ballroom of 'lerror.
According to the Nautical
Nightmare Web site, visitors will
go through the boat on "a historical nightmare of a voyage
returned after being lost at sea."
Ghostly guests will be seen wandering rooms with names such as
"The Cabin of Death* and "The
Cook's Gory Galley".
A press release dated Aug. 14
stated that Cleveland area business people Diane Bvon and lohn
Belko purchased the Ste. Claire
and are in the process of restoring
her. They are using her for
Nautical Nightmare and other
entertainment purposes later to
raise money for further restoration.
"At first I wasn't sure if putting
this type of attraction on her was
the best use. but after careful
review. I think we are offering an
exciting entertainment opportunity this fall and afterwards we are
reviewing many opportunities to
continue the restoration." Evon
said in the press release.
The Ste. Claire has an interesting history in the Detroit/Toledo
area. It was the only means of
transportation to "Bob-Lo" Island,
located 18 miles downriver from
Detroit. The island's name was
originally Bois Blanc, French for
"island of the white wood", but
locals had trouble pronouncing it
and the island became "Bob-Io".
An article by lenny Nolan of The
Detroit News said that the ship
itself drew in visitors with its
moonlight cruises, dance floor
and beer garden.
In the 1960s and 70s, the boat
carried approximately 800,000
visitors to the island yearly.
"There is a great love and history for this iMiat and what it means
to this region. We arc excited

IDUI to find a cure." Frankart
said.
IDRF is the world's leading
nonprofit, nongovernmental
hinder of diabetes research.
founded in 1970 by parents of
children with diabetes, the organization has provided for
research world-wide.
Diabetes is a chronic disease
affecting every organ system.
I\|«' one diabetes is known as

In 2001, over 750,000 people
walked for a cure, raising $78
million between all 200 sites.
This year Findlay will host the
walk along with Toledo. Julie
Frankart. the chairperson for the
IDIil's walk in Findlay, says they
are expecting at least 300 participants on Saturday.
"When my daughter was 4.
she was diagnosed with diabetes.
Since then I have volunteered for

juvenile disease It is caused by
immune system destruction of
insulin-producing cells in the
pancreas. With Type one. you
must lake insulin to live. Usually
it strikes in childhood, hence,
juvenile diabetes, and lasts a lifelime. Type two diabetes is a
metabolic disorder, infecting you
as an adult. I heir bodies produce insulin, but are unable to
use it effectively. Type two does

not always require Insulin Injet
dons, Actually; the Increase "I
obesttj in the ITS. has led to an
'epidemic'in rype two cases.
TheJDRl has helped the won
detS nt technology's search for a
line

"Wiih the monej we have
helped raise, we have come ver)
dose in some areas, with replacWALK. PAGE 2

Students wait hours for Ludacris
By Chuck Soder
CUT NEWS EOIIOR

Editor's now:
I list night the UAO homecoming concert featuring Ludacris
sold 3,437 tickets in luv hours
and 11 minutes. Vie fastest ticket

sale ill UAO history.
Few people have the
endurance to out-wail hundreds
to be first in line for l)A<) concert
tickets. Even fewer do ii twice.
Betsy l.yon. Chelsea Hardin
and Entity Shoaf have mice sat
through cold nights outside
Anderson Arena to be guaranteed great seats - last year lor
Everclear, now for Ludacris.
But chattering teeth and
drowsy eyelids are small fees to
pay, according to l.yon, Shoaf
and the rest of their seven-member group.
"It was so much fun last year
diat we had to do it again," Lyons
said.
Last year, Lyons and her
friends sat close enough to be
invited on stage at the end of
Everclear's set. The group hopes
for similar luck ihis year with
Uidacris.
"It's a rush to try and get on
stage," said Sarah Dutton, also
with the group.
Because they spent over 24
hours in line - once they started
at 6:30 on Wednesday they had
plenty of time to meet other
ludacris fans.
l.yon said she still keeps in
contact with concert-goers she
met last year.
"There were a couple people
who camped out behind us," she
said. "We slill slay in touch."
This year they met one camper
named Rufus Biggins, who slept
in die lawn's only tent made from
a plastic sheet and wood stakes.
The girls got a good chuckle
from Biggins' money-saving
technique. "I'm not buying a tent
for just one night," he said with a
laugh.
The concert has brought a
broad spectrum of people to

NIGHTMARE, PAGE 2

•pIBMBGNm
LUDACRIS: (Above) Many students were camping out in front of Anderson Arena. (Below) Betsy Lyon, Sarah Dulton. Beth Meyer, Heather Leeper
and Emily Shoaf awaiting their chance to get tickets to the concert.

meet all in one place, according
to Biggins.
"It's opened me up to more
people," he said. "People I normally don't get to talk to."
Though die atmosphere is fun,
he said he spent the last 20 hours
in line first and foremost to sec
ludacris.
Biggins owns all of die rapper's
albums - even before he was
popular.
"When we hear a Ludacris
song, we start gettin' wild," he i
said.
Biggins said he appreciates the
fact that UAO is trying to bring in
rappers like Ludacris, Run DMC
and The Roots, who performed
FANS. PAGE 2

Campus casting call being held for story of humanity
By Sarah Dewey
REPORTER

The cast of The Real World: San
Francisco is coming to BGSU
widi the help of junior Keith
Powell.
Auditions for the play "Pedro
and Judd" will be September 18
and 19 at 9-10:30 p.m. in the
Honors Center below the
Sundial. Actors will be expected
to perform a monologue. Writer
and director Keith Powell said
that auditions are flexible, and
arrangements can be made if
there are scheduling conflicts.
Powell adapted the comic
book "Pedro and Me" into a play
script, with the aid of outside

resources, including speeches
and interviews with Pedro
Zamora. The comic book is written by ludd Winick, a Real World
cast member, about his friendship with Zamora.
Through the process of creating the play from Winick's comic
book. Powell said that he made
contacts with him several times
to help with die production of his
script.
Powell adapted the story in a
way that Judd's story wouldn't be
changed. "1 wanted to write it
from the perspective that you see
everything like he does. You don't
meet Pedro until he does, you
don't learn about his background

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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until he does. The hardest part
was deciding what to take out
and what to add," said Powell.
"Pedro and ludd" requires an
ethnically diverse cast. Powell
said that his only fear is that, there
will not lie enough actors to represent the parts of the characters.
"Then we won't he able to represent the diversity that we should,"
said Powdl.
The cast's characters are from
many different backgrounds,
with characters that are
Caucasian, African American,
Japanese American, Jewish, and
Hispanic
The story of Pedro's life is not
only made up of diverse charac-

ters, but it deals with topics that
are sometimes taboo. Pedro was
a homosexual that was HIV positive. Zambora is not merely a
character in a play, he was a real
person dealing with dicse issues.
The diversity of the play,
although it may be difficult to
cast, is one of the benefits of presenting a story like this. "This play
has high emotion and a lot of
diversity, otherwise not shown in
traditional staging. It would give
students a chance to learn about
new aspects of other people,"
said Brett llieifer, assistant director.
Dr. E Scott Regan, a theater
professor, advised Powell in writMONDAY

SUNDAY

Mosdy
Cloudy

High:84'
Lew 57'

Mosdy
Cloudy
■*r*.

ing diis play for his honors project. Regan said," Because it deals
with MTV it may have stronger
resonance with our Students than
if was about an ancient Greek
king. Because it deals with homosexuality and AIDS, it will
undoubtedly anger and offend
others. This is what theater and
university education is all about- making us think, and feel, and
question."
The emotional aspects of the
play help the audience to relate
and empathize with the characters. "This play will make you
laugh, make you smile, make
your heart sing, and make you cry
in a single monologue. It brings

High: 85"
Low: 55'

ftft

the audience in so that they can
relate, that's what it did for me,"
said lleifer.
" This is a very moving stor) < >t
humanity at it's most powerful. It
is one thing to read about people
changing their life, hut ii is quite
another to be in a room with
other humans watching characters living through such emotional moments." said Regan.
The play is set to premiere on
December 3, 2002 at the Union
Theater at 7 p.m., with the cost
being free to everyone. Shows will
also be held at die same time and
place on December 4 and 5.

TUESDAY

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 70"
Low: 50'

Mostly
Iloudy

High: 75'
Low-50'
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Haunted house open's in
Toledo tonight with a scare

Fundraiser to
help cure diabetes
ing cells and even getting
patients off of insulin for years,"
Frankart said.
In walks all over, even colleges
have support teams that raise
money and walk for diabetes. To
most, it may not seem that common, but maybe thats just
because you can's see it It's
more common among us than
you would believe.

According to the JDRF, 16 million Americans have been diagnosed with the disease, and
another 5.4 million remain
undiagnosed. Diabetes kills one
American every three minutes.
Scary isn't it?
"Our goal is to find a cure. If
we keep up the awesome
fundraising and more and more
people support us, we have a

about bringing her to life again
and plan many exciting adventures for her following this fall's
haunted house project." Evon
said.
Grand opening activities will
be held Friday through Sunday
and include a chance to win
tickets to Farm Aid 2002 in
Pittsburgh. On Friday, country
music station K100 will broadcast live from Nautical
Nightmare and KISS FM will
broadcast live on Sunday.

chance to succeed," Frankart
commented.
Only research will find a cure
for diabetes. Research takes
money. The Walk to Cure
Diabetes will be held in Findlay
this Saturday and Toldeo on
Sept. 28. It is not too late to help
find a cure for so many people.

Nautical Nightmare will run
Tuesday through Sundays in
September and Wednesdays
through Sundays in October. It
will be open all of Halloween
week. The hours are 7 p.m. to
midnight on weekdays and 7
p.m. to 1 am. on Friday and
Saturday.
Tickets are $13 for one attraction or $19 for both. Visitors can
buy a Speed Pass, which enables
them to bypass the line and go
straight into the attraction, at the

UAO concert has people standing in line for hours
in spring 2001.

"I'm glad there's something for
everybody," he said
But for a brief moment casual
conversation died down as UAO
director Matt LaRiccia addressed
the crowd concerning numbers
that had been handed to those in
line to mark their positions.
The line has been a bit more

out of control this year, according
to sophomore Heather Leeper. A
few fights nearly occurred over
line spots, she said. Her friends
added that one group tried to
steal their spot in front earlier in
the day.
LaRiccia encouraged the
crowd to stay alert of there spots
inline.

"Know who's in front of you
and know who's behind you," he
said.
Hi 11 us noticed a bit of tension,
he said. "It's getting real hectic I'm scared to see what happens
later on," he said with a laugh.
But a few mishaps in line organization wasn't enough to extinguish his excitement.

box office. Speed Passes for the
Ballroom only are $19 and for
both attractions are $29.
Discount tickets for $3 off are
available at locations around
Detroit and Toledo or on the
Web.
Information about group
rates can be found at www.nauticalnightmare.com or by calling
(419) 389-8350. The attractions
are not recommended for children under eight years old.
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"Ludacris is one of the hottest
rappers out there," he said. "And
to think he's here in BG."
The girls at the front of the line
didn't seem phased cither.
And you'll probably see them
again, according to Lyon. "I guess
it's our yearly tradition."

On an American one-do((ar
t>U(, Here •* 3t) owl and
a spider hidden.™
Can you find +net*???
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COME JOIN THE PRE-GAME TAILGATE
, FUN a ENTERTAINMENT
DATE: SEPTEMBER 14
LOCATION: MEIJER TAILGATE PARK
1 TIME: 2:00 P.M. TO 6:00 P.M.
Experience the all new Saturn ION, enter for a chance to
win a trip to the 2003 college football championship
game, enjoy entertainment, games, prizes and more! i
For more information visit
M
www.collegesports.com/fanfest2002
TRAVEL PROVIDED BY

I

priceline.com
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Enter lor a chance to win a trip n the 2003 conege
football niuoml chamrtOBthipr FM out an entry
form at Station Advantage Fanfost or go online
wrwiMOfcooiiwKttcem/uttJrnatofaa
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Artist Richard Mawdsley to visit campus
Artist Richard Mawdsley from the metalsmithing program at Southern Illinois University will be holding a
public lecture at 7 p.m. in 204 Fine Arts Center.
Mawdsley has been a major force in metals for more
than 30 years. He connects classic metalsmithing with
images of the Midwest.

CAMPUS
Protest for pets

get a i;f~
M
W
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[Tic calender oiewntsb taken from
httpV/cvnits.bgsu.edu

8 a.m. -2 p.m.
OACSC Admissions
Union 202BCommumty Room
8:15 am
BC Recycles: The Sculptural Work of
Steven Siegel
Siegel will be building a sculpture with
the assistance of School of Ait students
between September 9-13th to the south
side of the fine Arts Center The sculpture will remain on campus tor several
years Scheduled events include:
Tuesday-friday, 9/10-13: Siegel will work
thioughout the day with the assistance
of sculpture and foundation classes.
Event sponsors include the Provost's
Office, the College of Arts and Sciences.
The Medici Circ'e, the School ol Art, the
Foundations Program, the Sculpture
Club, the Clay Club, the Glass Club, and
the Sculpture Program
Southside ol the Fine Arts Center
830 a.m. -4 30 pm
A Commemoration ol losses/A
Celebration of Hopes and Freedoms
Student Artists Respond to September

11.
Omen-Thompson Student Union
Galleries

I
I

10 am -4 pm
Inventing Contemporary Ornament- A
National Invitational Exhibition
For more information, contact Jacqueline
Nathan at 419-372-8525
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
This is not a Photograph
For more information, contact Jacqueline
Nathan at 419-372-8525
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
Noon -2 p.m.
Noon Tunes
Weekly live music senes. sponsored oy
the Bowen-Thompson Student Union For
more information, please call 372-9000
Union Falcon's Nest
2 30 p.m.
All-College Convocation lor the College
ol Musical Arts
College ol Musical Arts Convocation All
music students are requested to attend
Xchacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center

Andrew Scharl

■»,,^^^^
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5 pm. -11 pm
Athletic Hall 01 Fame Dinner
Union 2D2A - Lenhart Grand Ballroom

7 p.m.
Artist Talk: Richard Mawdsley
Reception to follow for more information, contact Jacqueline Nathan at 419372-8525.
204 Fine Arts
11 p.m.
UA0 Movie: Changing lanes
UA0 presents FREE FAIL Films' 3> the
fun1 3i a week!
Student Union Theatre
IBA
Volunteer Leaders Conference
All current and potential Bowling Green
Slate University alumni and development volunteers are invited to this informative and fun-filled weekend For complete details visit the Alumni Association
web site at bgsualumni.com or call the
Alumni Office at 419-372-2701.
BGSU Campus

3 p.m. -5 30 p.m.
CSS Assembly Meeting
Union 308-McMaster Room

Case
Western
Reserve
University faculty and students
are protesting an administrative
proposal banning pets on campus.
Over 700 faculty and staff
members have signed a petition
against the proposal. Three
hundred protestors held a rally
two weeks ago to voice their
opinion. CWRU's president
Edward Hundert attended the
rally, accepting the petition. He
told the protestors that a compromise could hopefully be
reached.
Currently,
Ihe
Student
Government, the Staff Advisory
Council, and the Faculty Senate
are addressing the ban. These
groups provide feedback on the
proposal to the administration.
In the end, the administration
will decide if the ban will be
enacted.
The University's Department
of Human Resources wants to
place a ban on all small animals

in the dorms. Many students
feel strongly against (his
"Students appreciate having
pets in the donns The donn is
their home, and being able to
have animals is a comforting
addition for many students,"
stated Dr. Chris Mihos, protester
and Astronomy [Department
professor.
The ban also includes no
longer allowing Case's professors to bring their dogs to their
offices, which many have done
for years.
Many at the University
believe that dogs are beneficial
to the campus community and
provide some added security for
professors when working at
night.
The dogs have also brought
students and professors closer
together giving them a common
bond to build stronger relationships.
"For faculty and staff many of
us appreciate the communitybuilding that animals provide,"
Mihos said. "Also animals are a

proven stress reliever and during a trying day it has been helpful for me to pet the dog."
The ban would follow the
same policies that Bowling
Green uses when dealing with
animals on campus. There are
no animals allowed in dorm
rooms except for those kept in
aquariums under 20 gallons.
Any unauthorized pets found in
dorm rooms would be a cause
for disciplinary action.
If an unauthorized pet is
found in a dorm room the student is given some time to find
the animal a home before it is
removed.
According to
McDonald Hall Director Briar
Winperstccn, the disciplinary
action that follows tends to be a
written warning up to probabtion if the student has previous
ollenses
According to the University
Provost there is no official policy
regarding faculty members
bringing their pets with them
into the office.

THE CAMPUS BLOTTER
Wednesday. Sept. 11:
U22 advised thai two students will be referred to student discipline
lor underage consumption and telephone harassment.
Complaintan! called and advised there was a mouse stolen from the
Pnmrose Room
Report ol non-iniury accident in lot I

Complaintanl reported missing money Irom an office at the Health
Center
Regarding a protection order that is not being obeyed
Complaintanl reported that her vehicle was broken into
Complaintant reported a lemale studenl al Kreischer was hit by her
boytnend, off University property
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A. Burger King
B. Wendy's

Which of the following, franchises was first
to locate on Wooster Street?

C. McDonalds
D. Frischs

s.pieuocjDw Q

BGSU
MERCHANTS FAIR EXHIBITORS
AAA

NORTHWEST OHIO
ADAMS ART CAUERY
CLORIA ADAMS RESIDENT ARTIST
AI-MAR LANES
BARNEY'S CONVENIENCE MART
BC NEWS/KEY YEARBOOK
BC PRFCNANCV CENTER
BIG YUMMY COURMENT COOKIE DOUI.II
BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION
BOWUNC GREEN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
BOWUNC GREEN MANOR
CHANCES ON MANE
CHILDREN'S RESOURCE CENTER
COMPUTECH
CURVES FOR WOMEN
DACOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS
FALCON HOUSE SPORHNC. GOODS
FIFTH THIRD BANK
FORTUNES & TREASURES PSYCHIC ENTERTAINMENT
CLASS CITY FEDERAL CREDO" UNION
CROUNDS FOR THOUCHT
CROUND ZERO COMICS
HILLARD'S HALLMARK. FRAME & ART CALLERY
HUNTINCTON CHIROPRACTIC & WELLNESS
INTERNET DIRECT. INC.

MERCHANTS
COUPONS FAIR

T ARCHER * ASSOCIATES
ARCHER. O.D., CHERYL ARCHER. O D & MitE BRUJK:.
KEYBANK
LARGE FORMAT DIGITAL IMAGING.
DIV OF NISDM C'Nrat FOR APPUED TECHNOLOGY
LOHONS & PonoNS
M UN SIRFFI BOWUNC GREEN

JOHN

(J.T.

O.D.)

MARCO'S PIZZA
NATIONAL Cm BANK
PANERA BREAD
RIMY & Cisco MARTIAL ARTS ACADEMY/«1 WHOLESALE NUTRITION
R HOWARD FINE JEWIERS
SCRAPBOOK PARADISE
SQUEAKER'S VECETARIAN CAFE & HEALTH FOOD STORE
STAPLES
THE ANSWER FACTORY
THE CLOSET DOOR
TLPPFRWARE
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
WOOD COUNTY COMMITTEE ON AGING
WOOD COUNTY HOSPITAL
WOOD COUNTY NURSINC HOME
WOOD COUNTY SOUD WASTE DISTRICT/
BOWUNC GREEN RECYCUNC CENTER
WOODLAND TOWNE CENTRE

BG Merchants and business will be
selling apparel and office supplies.

Tuesday September 17,2002
11 a.m. - 3p.m.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

GIVEAWAYS
DRAWINGS
FREE FOOD
PROMOTIONAL ITEMS

4 Friday. September 13. 2002
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"It will open the gates of hell in the Middle
East."
Arab League secretary-genera] AMR MOUSSA, advocating against military
action in Iraq.

OPINION

President Bush speaks to the UN.
President George W. Bush
spoke with the U.N. General
Assembly on Thursday. In the
President's speech, he spoke of
the urgency and the dire need to
take immediate action against
Saddam Hussein. Bush spoke of
the need for a regime change to
protect the people of the Middle
East and the American citizens
from weapons of mass destruction.
Bush's report was concise and
showed how desperately military
action is needed against

.iriv|i|i

LE

Refund for
UAO show is
an unfair idea
In response to "Student wants
refund for concert fee."
In my opinion, Ludacris coming to BGSU should not be in
dispule.Our fees do go to entertainment on campus but refunds
should not be given just because
a few students d6 not like UAO's
pick. I could have written the

YOU DECIDE
Do you think President
Bush made a clear case for
invading Iraq?
I ■ in.nl your responses to
bgnewsGrtislproc.bgsu.edu with
the subject line "guest column" or
"letter to the editor."
Hussein.
There are many reasons that
the U.N. must help take action
against Hussein. The main reason though, as Bush pointed out,
is that Iraq has admitted to pro-

ducing tens of thousands of liters
of anthrax and other biological
weapons for use in bombs,
artillery shells and missile warheads. 1 low the U.N. can question the need for invasion at this
point may start to make people
wonder.
According to CNN.com,
Mohammed Aldouri, Iraq's U.N.
ambassador denied all of Bush's
reports and is quoted as saying
"Washington has no evidence
that Iraq is developing nuclear,
biological or chemical weapons."

Aldouri went on to say
'lacking any evidence, he |Bush|
chooses to deceive the world and
his own people by the longest
series of fabrications that has
been ever told by a leader of a
nation." He also says that Bush's
"true motives" are "revenge, oil,
political ambitions and also the
security of Israel and targeting
every independent state that
would refuse to adhere to
American policy."
Aldouri is sadly mistaken on
Bush's intentions. The obvious

same things about the concerts
given the past three years I have
been attending BG, but I didn't
because I was just holding out
until our year came (having
urban style musicl. It is about
time that we have some urban
artists coming to campus where
the majority of the students will
likely go and see. It is not fair that
people are griping about
Ludacris and his foul lyrics, when
a lot of people can say the same
thing about the BUSH and Moby
act of last year. In all seriousness.
UAO can only do so much when
it comes to entertaining this

highly opinionated campus. I
suggest that UAO have two con(n is .i year, one for Rock N Roll
fans and another for I'op/R and
B/Rap fans. If this happens students can choose which one to
attend, if not both, and everyone
will be happy. I lowever that may
not happen because of financial
reasons, so instead of complaining students should wait until the
year where there style of music is
chosen, if not go to another concert in another city.

than is necessary

Where is the strangest
place that you have
ever woken up?

LA'KEISHA N. 1ACKS0N
STUDENf

Children have terrorist potential
AT ISSUE: Are the violent acts of children starting to look like acts of terrorism?

MM

Apparently one kid look
"Grand Theft Auto 3" too seriously. Last Thursday, a 16-year
old kid from Warrensville
Heights, Ohio attacked a fellow
student with a hammer after the
victim didn't replace a lost videogame controller belonging to the
assailant, according to last
Sunday's edition of the Toledo
Blade. The poor kid ended up
with a fractured skull and the
attacker, obviously skipping his
an^.er management classes, will
likely wind up with an expulsion
that would make even
Columbine gunman Dylan
Klebold spin in his grave. I
wouldn't be so quick to blame
video game violence for this incident. I've played Nintendo ever
since I was in kindergarten, and
I've only killed people who
looked like video game characters.
One person over-reacted to
something that someone else
may or may not have done.
Sound familiar? It's the same situation as that thing for which we
had a candlelight vigil a couple
days ago. Know what this
means? September 11 could
have been averted, back in the
80s, when little George W. Bush
borrowed little Osama's Atari and
never returned it. George Bush
Sr. could have done something
about it, but he was too busy
bombing the heck out of
Grenada
Terrorism has now taken the
form of ordinary hammers. In

the distance I can hear American
Airlines pulling Bob Vila aside for
a full body cavity search. We all
know the list of things you can't
bring on an airplane includes
any object that has caused at
least one death in the history of
the world. Terrorists may have
major psychological disorders,
but we have to give them some
credit. They found a way to kill
3,000 without using one bomb,
gun, or curse word. Removing
everything sharp from carry-on
luggage won't stop them from
wrecking havoc yet again. Maybe
a hijacker will dress up as a stewardess and tell the cabin, "Your
seat cushion can be used as a
floatation and suffocation
device!" Then again, who's to say
their next attempt will be on an
airplane? Who's to say the terrorists will even be adults?
Teenagers make much better
hooligans! They go through that
turbulent time known as puberty, where they will do pretty
much anything to gain acceptance. I think that terrorists gave
this angry kid from Warrensville
Heights a gift certificate to I lome
Depot and told him "Buy what
you want and beat this
PlayStation-hating loser up!"
(And if you think I'm serious, go
ahead and slap yourself now so I
don't have to find you and do it
myself).
I'm not the first person to
assume another attack will be
made on American soil. The CIA
(or was it the FBI? I get them
mixed up all the lime) has
already publicly told this earlier
this year. Their statement was
something along the lines of,
"Another attack on the United
States of America is inevitable.

We don't know where it will be,
who it will be, or when it will be."
Way to go. guys. Are you sure you
didn't just ask Miss Cleo for this
nondescript prediction? So don't
blame me for stirring up hysteria All I'm doing is agreeing with
the United States government,
and throwing in a random
prophecy that the culprits will
not be old enough to vote.
Let's face it, those who choose
to invoke terrorism can do so by
rounding up all the little kids
who can't find their mommies in
a large department store. I never
said it was a humane idea, I just
said it's within the realm of possibility. Imagine the 16-21 year
old demographic, America's
worst drivers, turned loose on
their country by some religious
fundamentalists. Maybe the boys
and girls who are picked on in
high school .in' brainwashed to
bludgeon anyone who has the
same hair color as the school
bully And to seal the deal, most
of these rascals wouldn't even be
tried as adults.
Would I go as far as to say that
our nation's youth is a more
volatile group than Muslim
extremists? How many Al-Qaeda
members have told their parents
that they hate them for not letting them stay out past midnight? I low many Taliban offinals told their classmates that
they would kick their butts out
by the flagpole? What percentage
of the FBI's Top Ten Most Wanted
list went back to their school
and shot everyone who was
mean to them? I would answer
this question, but I'm too busy
waiting for one of my floormates
to return my Gamecube controller.

AT ISSUE: Should pornography be made more
mainstream and be shown on network TV?
CURT
HARRIS
Opinion columnist

RUSSELL BALTES

Humor columnist

If nothing is done immediately
about the Iraq development of
weapons of mass destruction,
then it will only get worse.
Saddam Hussein may be getting
old, but his son is said to be
much worse than his father.
Bush laid out exactly why we
must invade Iraq. Few of the
points made in the President's
speech can be disputed. Whether
or not the U.N. supports the idea
though. Bush will and must act
now. The longer we wait, the
worse it will gel.

TOTIIK EDITOR PEOPLE Sex is more taboo
ON THE STREET

SENIOR, GRAPHIC DESIGN
"In the delivery room."

MATT
SUSSMAN

ideals of this whole ordeal has
been laid out clearly to the U.N.
and the entire world. Saddam
Hussein is a menace to society
and is a grave danger to the well
being of the United States and
even the world. Bush goes on to
show our country's spirit by
announcing that the United
States will rejoin the U.N.
Education, Scientific and
Cultural Organization, also
known as UNESCO, as "a symbol
of our commitment to human
dignity."

KELLY KAP0WSKI
SENIOR, ART ED.

"The State Highway
Patrol Police Academy
with a hangover."

KYLE MASSEY
SENIOR, GLASSBL0WING

"Face-down in the
dirt wearing my shirt
as a diaper."

A

NICHOLE SCHALK
SOPHOMORE
GRAPHIC DESIGN

"On top of a van at
Country Concert."

Americans as liberal minded
as we like to think we are, are
rather close-minded when it
comes to sex. We do have an
advantage over some countries, namely the ones in the
Middle East, but when we
compare ourselves to countries
we consider our peers, we are
remarkably plain and boring.
Sex is something that we
were created to do, whether it
be by God or by evolution or
some combination of the two.
It's in our nature. Tab A fits into
slot B. It's part of nature. As
frightening as it may seem not
only did your parents have sex,
but your grandparents had sex
too. Birds do it with bees and
flowers have sex with trees... I
think. My point being here is
that it's a natural thing. Why do
Americans want to lock up this
natural thing and teach our
children that it's dirty and bad?
Let's look at how sex is
looked at in other countries. In
Australia, for example, prostitution is legal. In 49 US states, it's
not. In Italy, a pom star ran for
a high government seat and
almost nobody bats an eye. In
America the president gets a
"Monica" from... uh... Monica
and it's front-page news for
about two years. Right now in
Sweden a mother of three and

member of Christian
Democratic women's federation is running for office and
hei platfonn is liasically "Hey
lets show pom on TV all day
Saturday." French TV shows
approximately 950 pornographic films on TV per month,
on Network TV no less.
So that's where I suggest
America start. Let's start showing pom on network TV Oh,
shocking statement! So allow
me to clarify. First, there's a
whole wide range of pom, and
I do not want the whole range
of pom to be shown on TV lust
the run ofthemillTabAslotB
brand pornography. Nothing
with goats, elaborate harnesses
or Pamela Anderson.
"But think of the children!"
Well that's a dam good point.
Think of the money public
schools could save by not
needing to teach Sex Ed! No

need to buy weird props or
booklets. No need to have a
separate teacher for the boys
and girls, lust assign homework
to watch channel 69 for about
an hour, then watch the season
premiere of Friends when
Rachel gives birth and you're
good to go on where babies
come from. That money could
be used many other places.
May I suggest Kevlar school
uniforms?
1 also theorize that teen
pregnancy rates would drastically drop. And I have three
reasons for thinking this. First
with pom in public, sex is no
longer forbidden and kids stop
having sex just to defy parents.
Second, you're a teenage boy,
given the choice would you
rather watch pom, or try your
odds and try to understand a
teenage girl? And finally for
those of you who own television sets measured in feet not
inches... well, I'm sure those
kids will be scarred enough to
wait until their not teens to
start feeling out the other gender.
"I don't agree with your
views, if they show pom on TV
what will I do?" A little known
fact, parent is not only a tide,
but also a verb. Look into it.
Also look into the V-Chip.
"Pornography is degrading
to women." I've never understood this point of view. Here's
why, they're getting paid, to
have sex. 1 "hat's two pluses in
my book. Now, maybe they're
only pretending to enjoy sex,
but how many women don't
get paid to pretend every day?
Besides if anyone's !>eing
degraded, it's the men who pay
$89.95 for new release pom.
"But women are treated as
objects in those movies!" You
are right, just like every other
actress or actor in every other
movie, television show or play.
It's called acting. It's what they
do. They just do it with fewer
clothes. And I'm not just referring to the cast of the offBroadway play "Debbie Does
Dallas."
So to summarize, sex is only
dirty cause someone decided it
was and society went along for
the ride. There's nothing bad
about it and let's start breaking
that taboo and bringing pom
out from behind the green
door and to the pubic on network TV After all the WB needs
the ratings.

SHANNON K0LKEDY, MANAGING EDITOR
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FRIDAY

Football

Tomorrow

September 13,
2002

Big 12 power Missouri invndes
Doyt L. Perry Stadium, looking
to avenge last year's loss to BG.

Volleyball

www.bgnews.com/sports

Today-tomorrow

BOWIINC GREEN StATE UNIVERSITY

The team's 13-game road trip
continues at the PowerBar
Invitational in Colorado.

Men's soccer

Tomorrow
Coach Mahler and company
look to rebound from an 0-5
start in Rochester, Ml. against
Oakland.

Women's golf

Tomorrow- Su nday
Ann Arbor and the Wolverine
Invitational are the destination
for the golfers.

Women's soccer

Today, Sunday
Pittsburgh and Missouri await
the Falcons in Columbus.

Cross Country

Tomorrow

Golfers look to defend title
Excitement surrounds the men's and
women's golf teams,
as the men host the
John Piper
Intercollegiate
Invitational, and the
women will play the
Wolverine Invite.
By Chris Willie
SPORTS REPORTER

Runners host the Mel Brodt
Invitational tomorrow.

Men's golf

Sunday-Tuesday
Men host the lohn Piper
Invitational at Stone Ridge Coif
Course.

The Bowling Green golf
teams will both be in action this
weekend. The women are traveling to Ann Arbor, Michigan, to
take on the Wolverines in the
Wolverine Invitational, while

the men stay close to home and
host
the
lohn
Piper
Intercollegiate Tournament, at
Stone Ridge Golf Course. Both
teams are undoubtedly skeptical about this weekend, what
with somewhat inexperienced
teams.
The women came charging
out of the gates last weekend
with a fifth-place finish in the
Ball State Cardinal Classic. They
hope to keep the momentum
going as they prepare to play
the
always-competitive
Wolverine Invitational, a twoday, 54-hole tournament. The
tournament
field,
which
includes two Big 10 teams and
four MAC teams, will certainly
be tough.

2002KALC()NKOOTBAU,

All eyes will certainly be on
junior lenny Schnipke, who
was the top finisher for the
Falcons last weekend. Schnipke
was just 2 shots off the pace last
tournament, and will certainly
boost the team if she has a similar performance this weekend.
"lenny's playing real well
right now, but the whole team is
looking great and improving,"
senior Stephanie Elsea said. "It's
really up for grabs for who is
going to lead us in this weekends tournament."
Elsea finished in the top 20
last weekend and is optimistic
for the Wolverine Invitational as
well.
"I think we are all ready for
this weekend. We practiced

really hard and are all playing
well and should be ready to
take on Michigan."
Coach Thomas believes that
the Falcons will be ready for this
weekend's tournament. With
their good finish last week he is
feeling a little more confident
going to Ann Arbor.
The men, who are playing
host this weekend to the John
Piper
Intercollegiate
Tournament, would certainly
like to repeat last year's winning
performance and get the season off on the right foot. They
will have to wait until Sunday,
however, because the tournament gets a late start that day
and lasts through Tuesday. As
mentioned, this 54-hole tour-

Soccer
readies
for MAC
action

lil(i (.AMI;

Students
have big
job for
Saturday

By Zach Biker
SPOUTS REPORTER

JOEL HAMMOND
Sports Editor

The University ticket office,
the football program and head
coach Urban Meyer are
expecting a large crowd
Saturday
night,
as
the
Missouri Tigers enter Howling
Green and attempt to avenge
last year's 20-13 opening-season loss to the Falcons. That
large crowd, and the student
turnout specifically, could be
the deciding factor in the outcome of Saturday's game.
Sports people speak all the
time about the "little things",
and just how important those
line things are; the little
things, in essence, become big
things in everything sport.
You know the "little things":
the bad hop on a grounder to
short that allows the winning
run to score. The charge a
point guard takes to get his
team one last shot.
In the Falcons' week-one
win over Tennessee Tech,
there were plenty of little
things that, in a bigger game
against a bigger, better team,
could spell doom. A couple
dropped passes. Guys not finishing off blocks. One or two
missed opportunities inside
the red zone. All things that
can be fixed, but are prevalent
nonetheless.
All of which makes student
support that much more
important. If you look at
Bowling Green athletics, student attendance and winning
go hand-in-hand. How successful would the basketball
team be at Anderson Arena if
there were 2.000 people there?
Perhaps as successful, but if
you think coach Dan Dakich
and his players aren't thankful
those students aren't screaming in their ears, you're crazy.
Last winter, when the hockey team was slumping, the Ice
Arena was half-full. The hockey team finished with a paltry
9-25-6 record. When the
FANS,PAGE 6

nament is being held at Stone
Ridge Golf Course, right here in
Bowling Green.
To defend their lohn Piper
Intercollegiate
Tournament
title, the Falcons will certainly
look to junior Andy Miller and
sophomore Craig Pickerel to
the lead the way. Pickerel finished with the best score in the
qualifiers and will have many
eyes on him as he tees off on
Sunday. The lohn Piper will be a
good chance to watch the
young Falcons; being their first
tournament of the year, it will
be the first chance for this
Falcons team to prove themselves. The team seems very
optimistic that they will be able
to do just that.

Chris Schooler BG News
OPEN: Josh Harris looks for a receiver in the Falcons' win over Tennessee Tech. Harris will try to help the Falcons beat Missouri tomorrow.

OUT FOR REVENGE
TIGERS ENTER BG WITH CHIP ON SHOULDERS
By Erica Gambaccini
• SSISTHIIT SPORIS EDITOR

The big game of the year is
just one day away and the
Bowling Green football team
can hardly wait for the Missouri
Tigers to get here.
Both head coaches are in their
second season at their respective schools and are already
showing signs of turning their
programs around.
Last year. BG head coach
Urban Meyer had the best turnaround ratio in the nation (2-9
to 8-3), while Missouri head
coach Gary Pinkel had seven
points of emphasis he wanted to
meet. He met all of them, even
though his overall record (4-7)
might not have shown it. His
points of emphasis were: a
"recruiting machine," the ability
to build relationships, organization and discipline, player development, commitment to academics, a passion for the game,
and a proven winner.
"Coach Pinkel made some
great strides in a year with his

team, and the players are playing extremely confidently." said
linebacker Chris Haneline.
"They look very impressive on
film, so it is going to be a challenge for us. They have a new
quarterback in there who is the
leader of the offense and a
tremendous athlete. He is
extremely fast, he throws the
ball really well and makes good
reads on the field."
The Falcons know what is in
store for them and they are up to
the challenge.
"We realize what's ahead of
us," Meyer said. "I think we're
fortunate to play Missouri in
Coach Pinkel's first two years.
I'm not real excited about playing Missouri in about three or
four years when Brad Smith is a
junior or senior and he's been in
that program."
Sm'th is a redshirt freshman
and has started the first two
games for the Tigers as the leading quarterback. He became
Missouri's first freshman to start
the season opener in school his-

tory. Smith has committed zero
turnovers, has not taken a sack,
and hasn't committed a penalty
in two games.
"This kid can do everything,''
Meyer said. "Any time you face a
quarterback that gives you that
scramble, that kind of potential,
that's a serious concern."
Smith leads the nation's freshmen in rushing (121.5 ypg) and
total offense (285.5 ypg) and
ranks third among the nation's
freshmen quarterbacks in passing efficiency (112.9 rating).
"I think he's the prototype guy
people are looking for," Meyer
said. "You have a guy who's
strictly a pocket passer, there's a
variety of things you can do for
that. You can take away their
best receiver very easily. The
things you can't handle is if he's
going to run the ball, if he's going
to scramble when you do get
pressure, then you have to pull
the defensive lineman out and
spy. Now that's one less guy
rushing the quarterback, so
there's just a multitude of prob-

lems an athletic quarterback
gives you."
Smith has the Tigers offense
rolling in high gear, as Missouri
ranks 15th nationally in rushing
offense (253.0 ypg), 26th in total
offense (437.0 ypg) and 28th in
scoring offense (37.0 ppg).
"This will be the best team
we've played since I've been
here," Meyer said. "We've got to
do the things we've done in
games we won before or we
won't have a chance."
This matchup is not only a
great opportunity for BG, but it
is also important for the MidAmerican Conference to show
how good it actually is.
"It's a great opportunity, but
it's only a good opportunity if we
take advantage of it," Meyer
said. "Yeah, they're coming in,
but that's just stage one. Stage
two is you better show up and
play your hearts out because
you have to first of all stay close
and compete. Second of all
that's our job as a member of the
MAC"

For the women's soccer
team, what lies ahead this
weekend is a bit of a mystery.
That's because the Falcons
will play Pittsburgh and
Missouri, two teams that
coach
Andy
Richards
acknowledges BG knows
very little about.
"We have never played
either
team
before,"
Richards said. "It's tough to
prepare for a team that you
don't know anything about,
but we expect both teams to
be competitive."
Richards has said all along
that MAC games are the allimportant ones. After this
weekend's games, which will
be played at Ohio State, the
Falcons will begin a stretch
where they will play six
straight games against MAC
teams. The first of those
games will be played a week
from Friday at home against
Miami.
At one point last season,
Bowling Green recorded a 73 record by defeating teams
mainly outside of the conference. While injuries certainly
played a large role in the rest
of the season, BG still finished the season below .500
by losing most of its MAC
games.
"The emphasis for nonconference games is quite
different," Richards said.
"Last year we had wins over
Wright State, Youngstown
and tied Michigan State, and
yet those wins did nothing to
help us gel to the postseason."
Despite the importance of
the games ahead. Richards is
not expecting a let-down this
weekend.
"We do a pretty good job
of focusing on the next
game," Richards said. "We
are not even focusing on
Missouri right now, because
it's not our next game."
Regardless, Richards has
called the upcoming MAC
games the most crucial
games of the season.
BG already has an advantage over the rest of the
MAC, because the game
SOCCER, PAGE 6
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Team looking for
student support

BG SPORTS
PICK OF THE WEEK
WHcome back my friends to the show
that never ends. This week. Cory Ryan,
men's basketball player extraordinaire.
jonsthefun.

,,

JOEL HAMMOND
Sports Editor

Missouri at !P™"«ion
_••
«
Score

Bowling Green

Rant

Missouri 4 FAVORITE

No. 7 Michigan at
No. 21 Notre Dame

Prediction
Score
Rant

Sports Reporter

CORY RYAN

Basketball guard

Bowling Green

Bowling Green

Bowling Green

24-21

27-24
Reminds me of the
Northwestern upset
last year.

21-17

The Tigers don't
have a chance at
the stadium.

Michigan

Michigan

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

31-16

28-17

Ohio State

Ohio State

Ohio State

19-6

21-14

34-10

Ohio State
21-14

OSU running back
Maurice Clarett
went to my HS.

I'm from Michigan.
but I have to go for
the Bucks.

The OSU defense
will make Jason
Gesser look bad.

Buckeyes freshmen
running backs are
very solid.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Minnesota

Toledo

Minnesota

Minnesota

21-17

17-14

21-3

35-0
Minnesota plays well
at home.

Minnesota 6 FAVORITE

Toledo lost their
best players to
graduation.

women's basketball team
had student support last
winter, they played inspired
basketball.
If you haven't goiien the
point yet, your attendance
Saturday night at the Doyt is
crucial. It's critical. Urban
Meyer, and even the players
themselves have talked
about how pleased they have
been with Student turnout
last year and into the first

35-21
Notre Dame's special
teams wins the battle.

Prediction
Score
Rant

The Rockets 'gopher' The Rockets have
some scoring power
a loss in this one.
left over from EMU.

FANS. FROM PAGE 5

Really tight battle,
but BG pulls it out.

Please! Let Notre
Dame score an
offensive TO!

Ohio State 8 FAVORITE

Toledo at
Minnesota

JAYME RAMS0N

Asst. Sports Editor

13-10
The Wolverines have Because Ty
the upper hand.
Willingham is the
man in South Bend.

Michigan 4 FAVORITE

No. 11 Wash. State at
No. 8 Ohio State

Bowling Green
6-3
I'm on the bandwagon: Suisham
wins it.

ERICA GAMBACCINI

Women's soccer to use
OSU tourney as tune-up
SOCCER. FROM PAGE 5

Ohio at
No. 13 Florida

Prediction
Score
Rant

Florida 42 FAVORITE

West Virginia at
Cincinnati
Cincinnati 4.5 FAVORITE

Prediction
Score
Rant

Florida

Florida

Florida

Florida

74-3
I think Grossman
and co. might cover
in this one.

58-10

56-13
Ron Zook is more
sympathetic than
Steve Spurrier.

45-7
Florida regains confidence after loss to
Miami.

Gators will eat the
Bobcats alive.

Cincinnati

Cincinnati

Cincinnati

24-0
Not even Matt
Bowles can save
the Mountaineers. ■

35-21
Cincy comes to the
forefront in this
one.

21-7

against ibledo was the first
MAC) game. By beating tinRockets last Friday, BG is the
only team to have a 1-0 MAC
record (2-1-1 overall).
"We got off to a good start
in-confercnce by winning the
first game," Richards said

Cincinnati

10-7

The Bearcats'
defense will shine
in this game

part of this year. They have
talked about the campus
community really taking
ownership of the football
team, feeling like they were
an actual part of the team,
and if that's the case, then
why wouldn't you want to
go?
After all. if you're partowners Of the team, don't
vou want your team to be a
winning one?
See you at the game.

"The next step is to win the
second, third and so on. but

Cincinnati with a last
second field goal to
win.

you still have to take one game
at a lime."

On the injury front.
Richards said Samantha
Meistei will not play this
weekend and will likely he out
for a few weeks after suffering
a broken nose. Richards said
there are no othei majot
Injuries.
The
game
against
Pittsburgh will begin at today
at 5 p.m. in Columbus. The
second game against Missouri
will begin Sunday ai II a.m.

At 0-5, men's soccer looks for signs of life
By layme Ramson
scorm REPORIER

Silly mistakes have been the
major problem for the Bowling
Green men's soccer team as they
are set to enter their third week of
competition tomorrow winlcss
after five matches.
The team insists that there is
not a sense of urgency in the air.
but rattier a desire to keep working hard and putting forth an
increased amount of effort in
each match.
There are still 13 games left in
the Falcons' season and the team
does not play a MAC opponent
until Sept. 27, when they travel to
Kentucky to play the defending
MAC champion Wildcats. A fivegame homestand late in the season could also help the Falcons
boost their record.
The Falcons fell to DetroitMercy 4-1 Wednesday at
Detroit's Titan Field, where
Detroit scored two goids in each
half of competition. The Titans
have won four games and have
also recorded a tie.
Detroit out-shot BG 21-12. but
Bowling Green took an 11-10
shooting advantage in the second half.
The second half was the high
point of the match for the Falcon
squad, as they created more
chances for themselves and did
not give up. They were able to

score once, bit the goal post
twice, and barely miss three
open shots.
lunior Matt Martinka scored
the lone Falcon goal on a penalty
kick with 24 seconds remaining
in the match, lunior goalkeeper
David DeGraff gave up four goals
and had seven saves in the game.
Freshman Paul Dhaliwal had
diree shots on goal and senior
Matt l.eardini and junior
Nnamdi Ihemelu each had two
shuts on goal.
"Certainly it is a difficult start; I
think our mental slate is pretty
good," said head coach Mel
Mahler. "We've known the past
four games we've made some
really silly mistakes and I think
the guys have owned up to it. If
we eliminate some really silly
stuff we win some of these
games."
Rather than dwell on their
early-season losses, the Falcons
have adopted a new attitude.
"Our focus today after yesterday was to just come out and
work really hard, just be positive
and upbeat," Mahler said. "If
we're playing our best soccer by
the end of the year and we're
doing well in the MAC and we get
in the MAC tournament, anything can happen If you just
think positive, if you try to be
positive, positive things will happen.

The Falcons will play at
Oakland University in Rochester,
Mich. Saturday at 2:30 p.m.,
where they will focus on continuing to improve and execute
Uiroughout the game.
Better defense and finishing
chances the team has at goals are
two of the main points Mahler
thinks will improve throughout
the season.
"Oakland is a good team. They
beat Marquette. who beat St.
Louis, who is in the top 10 (in the
national poll]," said Mahler.
"They're well-coached, they're
well-organized. They're as good
as everyone else we've played."
The veterans on the young
squad are attempting to lead the
mostly inexperienced team to a
win diis weekend. Although it is
admittedly tough to start the season with a losing streak, the team
knows that wins will come with
time, learning and experience.
"We definitely want to come
out with a win. It would be great
to get on the board with one,"
lx'ardini said. "Our effort has
improved with every game so far;
it's just a matter of getting the
goals, scoring early, and playing
for a full 90 minutes."
"This is a good team. We're
going to do some great stuff and
it's just taken us a little longer
than we wanted is all." Mahler
said.

Erin Carver BG Nwn
MANEUVERING Falcon midfielder Ben Monnette dribbles around a Ouquesne player in the two teams'
matchup this weekend in the Diadora Classic. Duquesne won. 3-0. The team now travels to Rochester,
Michigan, tomorrow, to play host Richmond.
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Check out exclusive news on the BC News Web Site at <www.bgnews.com>
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BG's source for Student vehicles!

Management
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Men:
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat;
Sun:
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USED VEHICLES
WITH A WARRANTY
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14540 B.G. RD. WEST • 4 MILES WEST OF CAMPUS
Call Dean Smith
Call Dean Smith
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The Highlands

Everyday"

Day,

7 bedroom @>$425/mo
sieti

11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am

Jay-Mar
2 bedrooms S<> $550/mo
Only 1 loll

The Homestead
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FRIDAY
EXHIBIT: This is not
a Photograph' is on
display at Dorothy
Uber Bryan Gallery in
the Fine Arts Center;
PAGE 8
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calendar of events
FRIDAY
8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
OACAC Admissions
Union 202B-Community Room

m\ JLSE

Galleries
10 a.m. -4 pm
Inventing Contemporary Ornament A
National Invitational Exhibition
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
10 a.m. -4 p.m
This is not a Photograph
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
Noon - 2 p.m.
Noon Tunes, weekly live music series,
sponsored by the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union. For more information,
please call 372-9000
Union falcon's Nest
230 p.m
All-College Convocation tor the College
ol Musical Arts College of Musical Arts
Convocation, all music students are
requested to attend.

Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Ms Center
3 p.m. - 5:30 p.m
GSS Assembly Meeting
Union 303
7 p.m.
Artist Talk: Richard Mawdsley. reception
to follow. For more information.contact
Jacqueline Nathan at 372-8525.
204 Fine Ms
11 p.m.
UAO Movie: Changing Lanes
Student Union Theatre
SATURDAY
9 a.m. - Noon
Graduate School Admission Test
Practice. Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity will
present free, practice test-taking sessions tor prospective graduate students.
For more information on any of the sessions, contact Napoleon Bradford at
nbradlo@bgnet bgsu.edu.
GRCinU7.0lscamp.MCATin219
Otscamp. GMATin 221 Olscamp. and
LSAIm2230lscamp.
10 a m -4pm
Inventing Contemporary Ornament: A
National Invitational Exhibition
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
10am.-4 pm
This is not a Photograph

Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
8 p.m.
Guest Artist: F. Gerard Errante. clarinet.
tree and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Ms
Center
SUNDAY

11 am-1:30 p.m.
Meet the lews, sponsored by Hillel.
Union 208

1 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Inventing Contemporary Ornament: A
National Invitational Exhibition
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery

Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
9:30 p.m.
UAO Movie: Changing Lanes
Student Union Theatre
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a rite of passage?

story by angela 1. gorter, pulse assistant editor
graphics by matt ivey Sr page design by erica minix
Now more than ever, tattoos and piercing have become more accepted and much more
prominent in our culture. We see our favorite movie stars on the red carpet showing oft' their onthe-shoulder tats and our most flamboyant musicians with multiple piercing from head lo toe.
With the exception of many models who can not have pemianent detail on their bodies, ii seems
that everyone has jumped onto the tattoo and piercing bandwagon. As for the rest of us outside
of Hollywood, tattoos and piercing have always been more of a statement of individuality, creativity and rebellion.
These days it seems that the act of getting pierced or tattooed is more of a trend than anything.
Back when these were not as customary, it was mainly those in military positions who had their
pride of their position or country, "tattooed on their chest." Still today this holds true, but not
everybody is in the Navy or Marines.
So why is the average 18 year old engaging in this ritual? According to Extreme Taltoo artist
Evan Myers, it is just that, a ritual. But this "rite of passage" has turned into one of the trendiest
actions in a young person's life.
"It's not personal anymore," Myers said, who has been piercing for seven years. According to
Freshman Tara Schimmoeller, 18, who recalls gettii ig her tattoo done on Spring Break with her
girlfriends, and lason Reynolds, 19, bodi who got tattoos for memorabilia purposes, it is.
Okay so that's one reason to get a tattoo (a piercing would not work in this situation because it
is not permanent, therefore defeating the purpose), are there any more? For the most part, the
majority of people who have either a tattoo or piercing, have collectively said that they did it
because "it's cool."
It's not just cool anymore, it's a "way of life," said Cameran Drew, owner of On The Edge Tattoo.
She says that since it is more accepted now, everyone is getting them.
But are they?
Freshman Katie Young, 19, has yet to get her first tattoo or body piercing and even though she
agrees that most people do get tattoos and piercing to be cool, that is not what is stopping her; it
is the price. The price can range anywhere from $15 to more than $200 for a tattoo, depending on
size and detail, and from S5-$40 for a piercing. So of course the average college student would
have to carefully think about just how they want to spend their beer money.
Another reason most do not get a body piercing or taltoo done is parents. A problem for Katie
but not for Tara or lason, the risk of being kicked out of the house as a result of a spontaneous
act, is just too much for some guys or girls; so the urge will just have to wait. Commonly known,
you must be 18 to get one of these, or you need to have mom or dad come along with you. This
might not be a bad idea whether you are 18 or older, because the parents may cave and help out
with the price, not including the fact that you can still go back home after getting it done; there,
problem one and two solved!
Well then who are getting it done?
Both Evan Myers and Cameran Drew agree, that here in Bowling Green the genders are split.
But when it comes to who gets what, now that differs somewhat. For females, piercing seems to
be the most popular and for guys tattoos are more common. Myers said thai girls are more
inclined to get a piercing on their face than guys arc, which is the main reason for the difference
in favorites. As for ages, Drew and Myers agree again, thai there is no specific age group. So no
matter who you are or how old you are, a taltoo or piercing would be "cool."
For anyone who is thinking aboul getting either one of these done, our experts had just one
piece of advice to offer, if you do decide to get a tattoo done, think aboul it first! It will be there
the rest of your life! As for a non-permanent piercing, it's your money!

aftercare instructions given by stained skin.com
TATTOO CARERemember to remove your bandage
alter aboul 2 hours after getting your tattoo done
Wash it 2-3 times daily with anti-bacterial soap, pat dry and apply lotion (NOT
VASHINE!) to tattooed area

1 p.m -4 p.m.
This is not a Photograph

www.bgnews.com/pulse
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
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815 am.
8C Recycles: The Sculptural Work of
Steven Siegel Siegel will be building a
sculpture with the assistance ot School
ol Art students between September 913th to the south side ol the Fine Arts
Center. The sculpture will remain on
campus tor several years.
Southside ot the Fine Ms Center
830 a.m. - 4 30 p.m
A Commemoiation ot Losses/A
Celebration ot Hopes and Freedoms.
Student artists respond to Sept 11.
Bonen-Thompson Student Union

September 13,
2002

POINTS OF CAUTION:
DONT pick your scars
WEAR loose clothing until the tattoo
has healed
DONT overexpose area to the sun
(unless you rant it to fade fast)
It should take about 1 -2 weeks for a tattoo to heal

Face piercing healing times:
Nose: 2-3 months
Eyebrow: 1-2 months
AFTERCARE:
Clean piercing thoroughly with a cotton
swab or small doth soaked in anti-bacterial soap
Leave cleansing agent on for a few minutes then rinse with warm water
Turn or rotate often
ORAL PIERCING:
Heals after 3-6 months
Rinse with Listerine twice a day after
eating or drinking (this includes beer!)

No straws for 2 weeks
NO OR AL CONTACT including sex lor
•I weeks
POINT OF CAUTION:
Always check for the lightness of the
balls on barbell
BODY PIERCING
Healing time: 6 months to 1 full year
Clean with provided solution or follow
facial piercing instructions
Below the belly-button piercing caution:
NO SEX for 3 months. If not followed,
infections can be guaranteed!
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Festival Series offers campus fun
By Oavid Schrat
PUISE WRIUI

There is nothing to do on campus. There are no activities for
students to attend Going to class,
eating food and working out are
the only things to do on campus,
right? VVrong.
This year the College of Musical
Arts has put together an arousing
and affordable variety of concerts
for everyone to attend and enjoy
with a little help from outside the
University.
The Festival Series started in
1980 and over the years has seen
such spectacular musical acts as:
YoVb Ma. The Vienna Choir Boys.
The Ray Brown Trio and the
Fjnpire Brass just to name a few.

This year is no different according
to Deborah Fleitz, Director of
Public Events for the College of
Musical Arts.
"Our main goal like years in the
past, is to bring these extraordinary performers to the
University," Fleitz said. "We want
people to experience the best of
the performing arts, and we
believe that we have done this."
This year, performing for the
Festival Scries will be an eclectic
group of master musicians. First
on the list is The Canadian Brass,
who are taking the place of Three
Mo' Tenors on October 3.
"The ensemble is recognized
internationally for its programs
that feature virruostic musician-

ship, masterful interpretations
and Hashes of humor, as well as
repertoire that encompasses
Bach to blues." Fleitz said. "All of
these ingredients make the
Canadian Brass the world's leading brass ensemble."
Other performers that will be in
the Festival Series this school year
are: The Chamber Music Society
of Lincoln Center performing on
November 14, Eighth Blackbird
on December 6, Les Vlolons Du
Roy on February 6 and lane
Monheit on April 5.
A group of 12 individuals
including members of the community, alumni, faculty and one
student make up the committee
that decides who will come to the

University and perform at the
series. According to Fleitz, this is
anything but a simple task
"It takes a lot to get these musical groups here," Fleitz said.
"Sometimes it takes a year to a
year and a half to get these concerts booked."
The funding for these concerts
does not come from the
University or the student fees that
we have come to love, but from
private donors, gifts and some
small grants.
This is pretty much a break
even operation," Fleitz said. "We
also have a donor Festival Series,
but we are pretty much self-sufficient, and the prices arc very
affordable."

Students can subscribe to the
Festival Series for around $40 dollars, which is completely bursar-able Students can also purchase individual tickets for the
concert of their choice for $ 10$25.
"We offer a great price" Fleitz
said. "You can get five concerts for
the price of going to see one of
these groups in a major city, it's a
great deal."
All of the concerts involved in
the Festival Series will be held at
Kobacker Hall next to the Student
Rec Center in the Moore Musical
Arts Center.
In addition to the Festival
Series, the College of Musical Arts
offers a variety of events to attend

throughout the school year.
These events include faculty concerts, student concerts and community concerts shown in different places in the community. The
majority of the concerts put on by
the College of Musical Arts are
free to the public Featured next
week in the Faculty Artist Series,
will be lohn Bentley playing the
oboe on Wednesday and
Rosemary Williams playing horn
on Sunday, both are at 8 p.m.
"We have over 400 events that
should appeal to die general student population," Fleitz said. "We
have jazz, choral, vocal and many
more choices. We want people to
avail themselves of what we have
to offer."

Exhibit shows
unique images
2)' H«a sa

THIS IS NOT A
very often...
PHOTOGRAPH
The exhibit "This is
but if you ask
not a Photograph," is
him to tell
WHAT: Work from a collecintentionally titled as
you what a
tion of artists who explore
such even though the
photograph
light and form.
works displayed are in
is. he could."
Sayre chalWHERE: Dorothy Uber Bryan
fact photographs The
images are created by
lenges the
Gallery, Fine Arts Center
world of phosimply utilizing experWHEN: Monday through
imental techniques to
tography by
Friday
from
10
a.m.
to
4
create pictures that
displaying
p.m.
and
Saturday
and
from
work that
some would deny are
1 - 4 p.m.
photographic.
uses experimental techThe exhibit, displayed now through
niques.
One of the images, created by
Sept. 25 (it opened Aug. 27) in the
Kunie Sugjura. experiments with
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery, is a
collection of unique works creat- "light drawing."
ed by contemporary artists who
"The process is a collaborator,"
explore light and form with the
Sugiura writes. "Although I can
control the amount of light, the
use of raw materials such as
shadow and light-sensitive medi- feathering and movement... the
real outcome is an unknown
ums.
Roger Sayre, curator of the pro- until the image emerges in the
developing tray."
gram, created the exhibit to
emphasize the importance of
This process is nothing new for
those who work with photograexperimental photography with
the intention that it "be a showphy and is one of the dominant
case of photographs that Ihisl
mediums used in producing the
pictures found at the exhibit.
■randfather would not recognize
Much of the photography can
is such."
Sayre explains his grandfather's easily be labeled as "abstract, by
view of photography in the intro- which we generally mean that we
can't readily distinguish its literal
duction of "This is not a
Photograph" - a pamphlet availsubject matter (if it has any),"
writes Sayre.
able at the exhibit
The exhibit is open Monday
"I like to use him as a yardstick,
a layman's layman," Sayre said.
through Friday from 10 am. - 4
p.m. and is free to the public.
"His life did not cross paths with
PULSE WRITES

Erin Carvtr BC News

EXHIBIT: Anthony Kale peruses some of the work in the "This is not a Photograph" at the Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery.
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Call us at 372-6966

we're vour
par

BG News headlines in 1970 read,
"Booze Barrier Busted."
The campus had been dry since its founding
in 1910. The town was also "dry" in 1910, jg,
but voted to reapeal prohibition in 1933.

headquarters

With ID, Students Pay;
$2.00 admission
$1.00 for skates of all sizes

Party Subs and platters
available at participating
bway' restaurants

All Fees Bursarable!

APART WISNTS
on THE

-.--RIGHT
■T~~-

MLONBY

RENTS HAVE
BEEN REDUCED!!
Efficiencies starting at $225
1 Bedrooms starting at $250
2 Bedrooms starting at $300

Friday, September 13th

92.5 Kiss FM

Furnished
and
unfurnished
Units
with
Several
Locations
Available

Broadcasting from 7-10
Public Skating from 8-10
ft/Wie stating wiH nol bt avoi/oWt «*m iht vanity hockey Mom fs of ham.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.

eat tresh.

CALL 372-2264 for more information and
confirmation of these times.

Valid At:

BEST OF LUCK FALCONS

524 E. Wooster • 828 S. Main St. • 1234 N. Main St.
www LuDway com

C 2001 Doctor's Associates inc
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319 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office:

••**"

(419)354-2260
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CD REVIEWS
ANI DIFRANCO

NO GOOD

SPOON

GARLER

SO MUCH SHOUTING, SO
MUCH LAUGHTER
D+

GAME DAY, PBB
D-

KILL THE MOONLIGHT
B

DEMO CD
B

artist direct records

merge records

righteous babe music

No Good's reputation preIf I could briefly describe Ani
cedes them while their debut
DiFranco's latest live album, So
release Gameday, PBB (Pimp by
Much Shouting, So much
Laughter, the word "depressing" Blood) accentuates their technorap style.
comes to mind.
T-Nasty (Derrick Hill) and Mr.
DiFranco's emotional and
Fatal (Tracy Larimer) have a
intense musical style, similar to
lacking
rap style with a backFiona Apple but with a more
ground mixture of techno and
mellow character, incorporates
club beats - an odd combination
her complex lifestyle as an open
for rap.
bisexual woman and lyrics that
No Good's music lacks variety
discuss abortion, rape and sexwhich challenges the listener to
ism.
stay interested. Maybe you
The new album, which concould dance to it for a while, but
tains two disks, "Stray Cats" and
"Girls Singing Night," is a collab- eventually you'd be ready and
willing to leave the floor.
oration of DiFranco's favorite
Their style has been labeled
songs from her previous albums
"slap-me-in-the-face new
while also adding three songs
music" which can be interpreted
previously unreleased. One of
in many different ways - pnmarthe newer songs entitled "Self
Evident," recorded in Ann Arbor, ily derogatory toward women.
These boys label themselves as
was written within days followpimps Funny.
ing the tragedy of Sept. 11. In
In a recent review of No
this track, you will find DiFranco
Good's success, T-Nasty and Mr.
mainly "talking" rather than
singing in order to help highlight Fatal explained their actions
with females from the audience,
the audience's response to her
which many could feel are inaplyrics.
DiFranco's mellow style mixed propriate.
"We'd usually wind up with
with her somewhat screechy
about four or five girls on-stage
voice, create an emotional and
butt-naked, maybe flipping
angry attitude that weave into
them upside down, and stuff
her music. The song titled "My
like that," Fatal said.
IQ" on disk two, is a classic
Guys would love it but girls
example of the mood portrayed
would probably turn away, putin the album. "I woke up one
off and annoyed, myself includmorning, thighs covered in
blood like a war, like a warning." ed. What ever happened to
respect?
Although some might think
Their rap lyrics are no differthis album might have some
ent from their actions.
deep valuable meanings, this is
Accentuating that women are
not an appropriate CD to listen
men's play toys won't get this CD
to while socializing or relieving
into my collection. And I actualyou from a stressful day. If anyly enjoy listening to most rap.
thing, the lyrics in DiFrancos
Maybe they've got some night
music could easily bring you to
clubs interested, but as for casuanger or boredom. However, if
you feel the need to lye in a dark al listening enjoyment, you boys
can keep on walking.
room by yourself and listen to
Sony, No Good, but as
some depressing lyrics, then Ani
Eminem would put it, "Nobody
DiFranco's album "So much
listens to techno."
Shouting So much Laughter,"
■Heidi Hull
might be exactly what you need.
-Angie Scinto

self-produced

Grasshopper Pie
hosts release party
By Brett Ptierfe'
PUISt WRITER

"Kill the Moonlight," the latest
release from Spoon, is one of
those albums that grows on the
listener.
To anyone that is familiar with
any of Spoon's previous albums,
such as "Girls Can Tell" or
"Series of Sneaks," the first thing
that is noticeable is how different this album is compared to
the previous ones. Most of the
songs start off in a restrained
manner then breakout into the
band's more typical rock tempo.
The band left behind its guitar-bass-drum format to try
something more daring "Kill the
Moonlight'' experiments with
keyboards and studio created
effects, which gives the album a
polished feel and a more emotional depth.
At the same time, many of the
songs on this album as on previous ones, are very catchy and
can be hard to get out of one's
head.
The prime examples of this
arc "The Way We Get By,"
"SomethingTo Look Forward
To" and "Don't Let It Get You
Down," which are the best songs
on the album.
The worst part of the album is
that even though Spoon experimented more with different
sound effects, they may have
gone too far. Many of the songs
tend to be laden with so many
studio-generated sound effects
that it feels like Spoon, who produced the album, was focusing
on their technical ability more
than their musical talent.
One problem that many listeners may have is that the
album is very short, only 35
minutes in length. However, that
is just enough time to leave its
impact on the listener and make
him or her want to hit the repeat
button.
■Micliael Eivrman

One might think that moving
from Canada to New York and
then back to Canada would not
be the normal way to reach success, but this move is the reason
why Garler is about to become
just that, a success.
Headed by lale and loe
Ferland, Garler started giving
Canada an uproar of the New
York underground flavor. Garler
is a self-proclaimed original rock
band that is in it for the right
reasons. They can grab an audience's attention by doing some
pretty crazy tilings.
lale is known to want to get a
rise out of the audience. She also
has been known to flash and
moon the audience to get a
reaction out of them.This band
deserves the attention even
without the outrageous stunts.
"I Found Out" is a very soothing song with rock appeal. It
starts out with sympathetic
backgrounds orily to introduce
and mesh with (ale's sultry
vocals. It's a song about what
you should do in certain situations. "She found out the hard
way, and that's not the way she
wanted it to be."
In their short time together.
Garler has played many sets and
has enjoyed much media exposure with the Windsor Star. The
Scene and many others.
The band met when lale and
loe Ferland moved back to
Canada and found their future
band mates playing in
Windsor's downtown music
scene. Ever since, they have
been creating a new rock sound
with melodic melodies and stirring and serene vocals,
Garler says they love to play in
Ohio and are looking forward to
coining back and continuing to
play here. Garler will be at
Howard's Club H on Sept. 18th
performing at 11 p.m.
-David Schrag

Grasshopper Pie's follow up
album to "Gypsy Sky" will be
released at Howard's Club H on
Friday.
The album, entitled
"Horizons," features 10 new
original songs from the rockers
who formed in 1995 in Bowling
Green when the members were
either BGSU students or UT
students Since then they have
been a regular amongst the
music scene here in Northwest
Ohio.
Recording for the album
started at the John Schwab studio in Columbus in early 2002.
Greg Lesinski, guitar and vocals
said of the process of the new
album, "We went to what we
believe is the best recording studio in the state and 1 think we
got what we paid for."
So, what exactly did they pay
for? They decided to "capture
the warm classical feel lost in
purely digital process" simply
by laying down tracks on analog

tape, Lesinski said. He went
onto say that they did "overdubs
and edits digitally." which
seems to create a mood of
serenity, warmth and security
by sounding more real.
In the mean time they have
been touring regionally, moved
their headquarters from
Bowling Green to Toledo and
now to Columbus
"We love to come back to BG
because it will always be our
home," says drummer, )ohn
Horvath.
Although they have relocated
to Columbus they still consider
their roots to be Northwest
Ohio In fact, they have scheduled into their tour several stops
in Bowling Green and Toledo
"Our goal is to sound like the
perfect four-headed monster. . .a more varied sound that
keeps the listener on his toes"
says Switzer.
So if you're interesting in
doing banle with this fourheaded monster join the CD
release party Friday.

Cifaretto most likely to
die in "The Sopranos'
IHE ASSOCIATE!! PRESS

NEW YORK — Ralphie, don't
worry too much about your
retirement plan.
An offshore gambling company on Thursday listed "The
Sopranos" character Ralph
Cifaretto as most likely to be
whacked during the upcoming
season. The season premiere is
Sunday on HBO.
Cifaretto is listed at 5/6 odds
by BetWWTS.com, an Antiguabased oddsmaker. That means
bettors have to put up $6 to win
$5.

Uncle Junior, whose cancer is
in remission, is listed at 8/5
odds A bettor would win if the
character dies of natural causes
— not that it happens too often
in a mob family.
Next on the list is Furio
Giunta. the pony-tailed muscleman, at 2/1 odds.
1 '.it 11 ii- Walnuts and
Christopher Moltisanti are listed at 3/1 and 4/1, respectively.
How about the boss himself?
The company says there are
10/1 odds that Tony Soprano
will swim with the fishes.
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Heidelberg
Distributing
Company
Welcome back BGSU students

1

Heidelberg- for all your party needs
State minimum prices on all kegs

it's not for everyone,
but that's

[the point

F)

Sure, Army ROTC isn't a piece of cake. After all, in here you'll push yourself. Test your
limits. And in the process, develop skills that'll last a lifetime. Like how to think on
your feet and be a good leader and decision maker. You could even get a scholarship.
Register today for an Army ROTC class. Because you're not just like "everyone."

• Largest Selection of Imported, Domestic, and
Hand Crafted Beers in Northwestern Ohio
• Complete selection of draught supplies
Cups, taps, ice coolers, and trailers
Heidelberg Distributing Co.
912 Third Street
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551

An IVIY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

20 minutes from BGSU
(Easily accessible off I-75 at
Buck Road in the Ampoint
Industrial Complex)

(419)666-9783
Open Saturdays 9-1

We'll wait for
your business

Register for MILS classes with NO OBLIGATION!
Call 372-2476 for more information
%,

1

1
■
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Week in review: 1949-2001
THt ASS0CI*IEt> PUCSS

Entcnainnient highlights during the week of Sept. 15-21:
In 1949, "The Lone Ranger"
premiered on ABC with Clayton
Moore as the masked hero and
lay Silverheels as Tonta
In 1967, The Doors performed
"Light My Fire" on "The Ed
Sullivan Show." Jim Morrison
had been asked to change the
line "Girl, we couldn't get much
higher," but Morrison sang it
anyway.
In 1968, the final episode of
"The Andy Griffith Show" aired.

In 1971, Pink Floyd became
the first rock band to play at the
Montreaux Jazz Festival in
Switzerland.
In 1972, "MAS.H" premiered
on CBS. It stayed on the air for
11 years.
In 1975, the Bay City Rollers
were the first musical guests on
Howard Cosell's short-lived
Saturday night variety show.
In 1978, the comedy "WKRP
in Cincinnati" made its debut
on CBS.
In 1981, Paul Simon and Art
Garfunkel reunited for a free

concert in New York's Central
Park. More than 400,000 people
turned out for the concert,
which was recorded and
released as a double LR
In 1983, Kiss appeared without makeup for the first time, on
MTV
In 1989. the Library of
Congress announced the first 25
of75filmsnamedtothe new
National Film Registry. The registry was established to get highquality copies of films to make
sure they would be preserved.
The first group included "Gone

'»,

With The Wind," "The Maltese
Falcon" and "Citizen Kane."
In 1995. TV viewers voted to
keep the swimsuil competition
in the Miss America pageant.
In 2001, celebrities including
Bruce Springsteen, Billy Joel.
Neil Young, Celine Dion and
Mariah Carey performed at a
telethon to raise money for the
victims of the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks. More than 30 networks
broke from regular programming to carry the telethon.

'City by the Sea,' not another cop film
By Dante A. Ciampaglia
THE Pitt NEWS

(U-WIREJ PITTSBURGH —
"City by the Sea" is, according to
the previews, a story about a cop
whose son is accused of killing
another cop. To a certain extent,
that's true. But that simple summation does the film a great disservice.
Eventually, the film is about a
cop, Vincent LaMarca (Robert
DeNiro), trying to find his son,
loey (James Franco), who's
accused of killing a cop, before
the other members of the squad
find loey first. After all, cops
don't take too kindly to cop
killers.
According to the previews,
this is what drives the film when,
in fact, it only takes up 30 or so
minutes of the film.
What is more prevalent,
though, and what isn't advertised, is the film's exploration of

the relationship between father
and son.
Vincent's father was executed
for killing a baby in a botched
kidnapping when Vincent was 8
years old. Because of this, he
chose to walk the straight and
narrow and become a cop. His
son loey. though, chose the path
of his grandfather after Vincent
walked away from his responsibilities as a father when he and
wife, Maggie (Parti LuPone),
went through a bitter divorce
The I.i\I.ii i ,i line is a tortured
one of broken homes and shattered lives. These fathers and
sons have gone through real
hardships and pain to end up
where they are when "City by
the Sea" opens. Despite it all,
they want to grow and have
their father or son back in their
life.
At limes, the reality of this is

indeed so real that it becomes
uncomfortable. Take the scene
between Vincent and Joey at the
film's climax. Joey wants to kill
himself in a shootout with the
cops. Vincent wants to be a part
of Joey's life again and literally
wagers his life so that Joey wants
his father back in his life, too.
This exchange feels so real that
anyone on either end of a broken home's father-son relationship may well squirm in his seat.
Of course, this scene, and others like it, work because of the
actors in the roles ofVincent and
Joey. DeNiro's performance
throughout the film shows why
he's one of the great actors
working today. He brings depth
and nuance to a role that could
easily have become a cliched
retread.
As good as DeNiro's performance is, though. Franco's is
even better. As a strung-out

junkie. Franco exhibits a
tremendous range that most
actors don't have, going from
violent and angry to heartbroken and regretful in the blink of
an eye. And if it's even possible,
in his scenes with DeNiro,
Franco's onscreen presence is
more commanding than the
older, more experienced veteran.
"City by the Sea" is the second
film this year to deal with the
difficult relationship between
fathers and sons, "Road to
Perdition" being the other. The
relationship between Vincent
and loey is one that is believable
because it comes out of the reality of broken homes and
estranged relationships And
though it suffers from a melodramatic plot. "City by the Sea"
is the better film when dealing
with this theme.

AP Photo
•STEALING HARVARD': Tom Green and Jason Lee star in the
comedy opening this weekend.

'Stealing Harvard5
receives low marks
By Christy lemire
IP ENIOItlNHENI WBI1IR

"Stealing Harvard" is everything you'd expect from a Tom
Green movie, excepl it isn't
even bad in a noteworthy way.
It has much of the requisite
weirdo Green humor, which
includes cross-dressing, unusually close parent-child relationships and a seriously overheated pil bull named Rex.
But nothing is shocking
enough to cause surprise. It's
simply dull and excruciatingly
unfunny.
The movie is populated by
intensely dislikable characters,
who spend their time alternately screeching a( each other or
planning fast-money schemes,
which invariably fall through.
And director Bruce
McCulloch — formerly of the
Kids in the Hall comedy troupe,
whose previous blockbusters
include "Dog Park" and
"Superstar" — places the characters so awkwardly, they're
forced to do all this while
standing side by side, turning
their heads to talk to each
other.
But that's the least of the
movie's problems. Far woise are
the premise and the script from
Peter Tolan, who's been nominated for Emmys repeatedly for
his work on "The larry Sanders
Show." (He even won once, for
"Murphy Brown," though you'd
never know it from this.)
"Stealing Harvard" stars
Kevin Smith regular Jason Lee
as John Plummer, who's
engaged to the insufferably
perky Elaine (Leslie Mann), and
works for Elaine's disapproving,
ovcrprotective father (Dennis
Farina) at Homespilal, a store
that sells hospital products for
the home.
lohn is a decent, hardworking guy, if a bil bland and
namby-pamby. But he means
well, so he wants to uphold a
promise he made long ago to
his niece, Noreen (Tammy
Warn haul, an Emmy winner
this year for her portrayal of
Judy Garland).

Fallorfs 'Bathroom' should get flushed
By Philip Runco
UYltltR Dillf

(U-WIRE)CHARLOTTESV1LLE. Va - limmy
Fallon may only be a funny version of (Larson Daly, but he tries
to showcase his musical and
comedic skill on "The Bathroom
Wall." Despite spot-on imitations of Dave Matthews,
Michael Stipe and more, the
album still fails to display much
gumption.
Tattooed with an awkward,
nervous grin and a shuffling,
insecurity-reeking delivery,
limmy Fallon absorbs criticism
like a sea sponge, turning any
detractor into a 300-pound bully
picking on a 5-ycar-old girl on
crutches.
And while singing Halloween
jingles in the key of Dave
Matthews normally leads elsewhere than iconic canonization,
Fallon has engineered a coup in
the hearts of adolescents, offering amusingly pleasant humor
to be taken as gospel.
Jimmy Fallon: Average
Underachieving Comedian has
thus exploited his Oh-Gee cuteness and pop culture panache to
metamorphic heights, developing into Jimmy Fallon: Comedic
Future, who ubiquitously flouts
his shtick on a TV terrain with
borders ranging from the
Weekend Update to an MTV circus while remaining nearly critic

proof.

Now, as follows in the
Comedic Future trajectory,
Fallon delivers his obligatory
amalgamation of musical fluff
and stand-up with "The
Bathroom Wall," an album that
succinctly mirrors the essence of
Fallon's career mildly delightful
but utterly toothless.
Fallon's underdog appeal
crowned him antihero for college audiences before his first
"Nomar" cry, and his live routine overtly aims to appease that
cult following through commentary on the college experiences.
He taps into the safe collective
memory of dorm life, roommates, RAs and fake IDs and
achieves minor laughs without
delving into anything riskier
than loofa gags.
As past Comedic Futures from
Pryor to Leary, even Rock, have
proved, stand-up can't cower to
the audience's comfort: it must
penetrate uncomforiable areas
where comedy wasn't thought
to inhabit, and Fallon's modest
tepidness can't comprehend
this, instead imitating lerry
Seinfeld both in commonplace
observations and vocal delivery.
Seinfeld, however, unloaded 20
years ofmaterialonhisone
album "I'm Telling You for the
Last Time," unlike Fallon who
seems to have expediently garnered whatever anodyne mater-

ial he hadn't already donated to
SNL
His inadvertent Seinfeld mimicry aside, Fallon does possess a
startling ability for impersonations: if only he had an appropriate outlet for it on the album.
Beginning his routine, he
unloads a bombardment of
impressions including John
Travolta. Adam Sandier and
Robin Williams in the context of
auditioning to be spokesman for
a troll doll, a gimmick at once
amusing and perplexing in its
random, seemingly strained creation.
The auditions continue later
when Fallon picks up a guitar to
perform troll doll jingles in the
vein of his SNL holiday songs.
Unsurprisingly, he performs his
parodies impeccably (Dave
Matthews, Michael Stipe, etc.),
but an underscoring realization
that these concepts are hastily
conceived penneates, preventing them from accelerating past
the level of pleasantness of SNL
where most of the underdeveloped stand-up should have
resided.
The validity of "The Bathroom
Wall" thus falls on its five musical attempts.
Instead of trying to find a
voice or style of his own, Fallon
opts to burlesque different styles
native to the 1980s: cheesy R&B
mush ("Idiot Bovfriend"),

Beastie Boys electro-funk ("0
Can't Play) Basketball"), gooey
molasses country blues
("Drinking in the Wxids") and
ballistic British punk ("Road
Rage," "Snowball").
The inverse of Fallon's standup, the remarkable aspect of
these songs lies in the blaring
amount of time and effort
poured into generating these
studio slick, overproduced songs
with such sophomoric underpinnings. Both "Road Rage" and
"Snowball" can't decide whether
to lake themselves seriously or
humorously, instead falling into
the rut of complacency, while "(I
Can't Play) Basketball" expends
all the humor of a Raffi song.
At least "Idiot Boyfriend" revels in its absolute wretchedness
to produce the album's only
truly realized moment, one that
has both bizarre lyrical snap and
tacky accompaniment without
overly depending on Fallon's
innate charm.
As for the rest of "The
llai IIM inn i Wall," nothing veers
toward offensively bad territory,
but nothing strikes a strong
comedic cord, instead leaving a
bland, unfulfilled potential for
our Comedic Future, no matter
how adorable it may be.

John told Noreen when she
was a little girl that he'd put her
though college if she got into a
good school. Now she's gotten
into Harvard and needs about
$30,000.
But Noreen shares the good
news with him just as Elaine
has used the $30,000 they've
saved to make an offer on their
dream house. So he asks for
help finding money from his
old friend Duff (Green) for inexplicable reasons — the guy's a
blathering, beer-drinking loser.
(Basically he's the same character Green plays in every
movie; this time he works as a
landscaper and drives a van
with the word "M'lady"
scrawled across the back in
spray paint.)
John and Duff go on a crime
spree, but they screw everything up. This is supposed to be
wacky, and ends up being just
shrill
Megan Mullally from "Will &
Grace" brightens things, briefly,
as Noreen's trailer-dwelling,
chain-smoking mother, but
she's not on-screen long
enough to make any major
improvements.
Neither is another NBC sitcom star, lohn C. McGinlcy
from "Scrubs," as an overzealous police detective investigating John and Duff's string of
stymied stickups.
Most annoying of all is that
"Stealing 1 larvard" is one of
those movies in which all the
problems would be solved if
the two main characters would
just talk to each other.
When John finally explains
his financial dilemma to Elaine,
she asks: "Why didn't you come
to me in the first place?"
But then, then there would
have been no movie — and
that would have been a good
thing.
"Stealing Harvard," a
Columbia Pictures release, is
rated PG-13 for crude and sexual humor, language and drug
references. Running time: 83
minutes. One and a half stars
out of four.
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BGSU Libraries and Learning Resources
Multicultural Affairs Committee
Invites you to attend a reception
to welcome the
multicultural & international students
Of BGSU
Wednesday, September 18, 2002
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(in case of rain, Jerome Library Conference
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Kevin Suaivan KBI Campus
PI1AIES: Pilates instructor Rael Isacowitz, right, helps Carrie Oleson, 28, of Huntingtor Beach. California, stretch during an exercise session at On Center Conditioning in Costa Mesa, California.

Trained Pilates instructor important
By Lisa Liddane
IHE ORAHGE COUNtt REGISTER

II»ICIUPUS>

COSTA MESA, Calif. — Carrie
Oleson had heard about the
benefits of Pilates from dance
colleagues over the years. Pilates
is a series of movements that
develops stability in abdominal
and back muscles, or the core,
improves strength and flexibility
throughout the body and fosters
in the mind better body awareness.
But a year and a half ago, she
said, Pilates lessons nearly sidelined her pursuit of a master's
degree in dance and choreography. "I developed a lumbar spine
injury," said Oleson. 28.
"I had extreme razor-like pain
in my lower back. There was
numbness throughout my legs."
She didn't know it at the time,
but her instructor was not teaching Pilates correctly.

Injuries like Oleson's are
occurring more often as Pilates
continues its red-hot run across
the nation, said longtime Pilates
practitioners and instructors
Rael Isacowitz and Diane
Diefenderfer, each of whom
have studios in Costa Mesa.
There are no statistics on
Pilates-related injuries, but representatives of fitness organizations such as the American
Council on Exercise, or ACE, and
IDEA, an international association of fitness professionals, said
they are starting to receive anecdotal reports of participants'
injuries and poor instruction.
A host of factors may be creating a climate for more injuries
since Pilates entered the mainstream in 2000, veteran teachers
said.
It's not a matter of whether
(he practice of Pilates should
remain strictly faithful to what

loseph Pilates taught, said
Isacowitz, owner of On-Center
Conditioning in Costa Mesa
"Pilates has to evolve," he said.
But standards of excellence,
effectiveness and safety in the
quality of instruction should
never be compromised in that
evolution, he added.
Whether it's evolved Pilates or
traditional Pilates, not everyone
is necessarily preserving integrity
in this practice now that it's at
the top of the nation's fitness
trends, said Elizabeth Larkam,
spokeswoman on Pilates for
ACE.
There are an estimated 5,000
Pilates studios worldwide, most
of which are in the United States,
compared with five studios in
1975, according to Ken
Endelman, founder and owner
of Balanced Body, a Pilates
equipment manufacturer in
Sacramento.

At the IDEA World Fitness
conference in My in San Diego,
there were a half-dozen manufacturers of Pilates equipment
and videos where there were
only a couple two years ago.
Pilates is the second most
popular class next to yoga,
according to a 2002 survey of
group fitness trends by IDEA. It's
an example of consumers turning to mind-body formats, said
Pat Ryan, IDEA vice president for
education. Similarly, a 2001 -02
survey by the International
I leallh, Racquet and Sportsclub
Association showed that Pilates
experienced the highest growth
rate compared with other group
exercise classes.
"There's a shortage in instructors to meet the consumer
demand for Pilates," Larkam
said. As a result, some instructors try to get quick certification,
because there's a job waiting,

she added.
And certification isn't necessarily a reliable indicator of
teaching competency and skill,
said Diefenderfcr, who owns
Studio du Corps.
"Some people will learn
Pilates over a weekend or several
weekends, spending 15 hours
getting certified," she said. "And
they may do well, but can they
teach the movements correctly
and safely?"
It's difficult to quantify exactly
how much training is needed
before one becomes an instructor worth trusting. Some people
grasp the concepts quickly and
are natural learners, or might
have a dance background that
helps, while others need more
time to fully understand the
practice, Diefenderfer said.
But it's safe to say it takes hundreds of hours of studying, training, integrating the practice into

one's life plus undergoing an
apprenticeship with a longtime
practitioner, Isacowitz said.
You'd want someone who has
invested time and effort in this
the way they would to earn a
graduate degree, he said.
There are no national standards or a regulating body that
oversees instructors, said Kevin
Bowen, president of the Pilates
Method Alliance, a national nonprofit advocacy group that has
750 practitioners and instructors.
"We're in the process of developing standards and guidelines for
the public," Bowen said. "There
will be basic recommendations
that anyone teaching Pilates be
comprehensively trained."
But at the moment, it's buyer
beware, Bowen said.

Bowling Green Music and Sound
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Campus Events
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
Informational Session
Come learn about trie many education abroad opportunities available
to you in Australia and New Zealand1 The session will be held from
3:30-4:30 Tues Sept. 17, tn 1103
Offenhauer Wesl. Call 372-0479
with questions.
Dance Marathon Core Committee
applications are available at
401 Bowen-Thompson
Student Union. Return by 9/16.
EDUCATION ABROAD
DISPLAY TABLE
Stop by the Education Abroad Display Table m the Bowen-Thompson
Student Union from 11:30a.m -1:30
pm. on Monday, September 16..

Travel
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#1 Spring Break Travel Free. Caribbean, Mexico, Florida. Padre. Free
Drinks/Lowest Prices. 1-800-4267710 wwwsupsplashtours.com
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Hottest Destinations - Best Prices
Book Now! Campus Reps Wanted
1-800-234-7007
end lesss umme rlou rs com
Attention Spring Breakers Travel
Free 2003. Get 2 Free Trips/Party
w/MTV www sunspla5hiours.com
1-800-426-7710
SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
or www.ststravel com
Spring Break insanity! www.ir.tercamous.com or 1-800-327-6013.
Guaranteed lowest prices! Cancun,
Jamaica, Florida & Bahamas
party cruise1 I5yrs. experience!
Free tnps tor campus reps.!

Services Offered
Guitar Lessona. S12/per half hour.
Call Chns, 354-1305. Check out my

website 9 www.cflvera.CQm
Think you're pregnant?
Know all the facts
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
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A A A A A A

Dance Marathon Core Committee
applications are available at
401 Bowen-Thompson
Student Union. Return by 9/16.
FREE 4 mo. old kitten.
Has first shots Still little 4 cute
Call Lauren 419-373-9822
Learn a skill for life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out ® aandersonstablai.com
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ECCA

brought to you by
BRAND NEW APT.« Sterling, on
Napoleon. Furnished, incl.
Washer/dryer, pool, hot tub, fitness
4 computer ctr. air co. 4 parking. No
deposit. Take over lease thru May
2003 S355/mo. Bonus if signed by
Sept. 15. Call 419-346-3486

PISANELLO'S
Voted best pizza 10 yra. In a row!
See our coupon menu In
phone directory or just ask for
our specials
Open week days 4pm
Lunch - Weekends
(419)352-5166
Subleaser needed immediently.
1 bedr. apt., quiet area.
S315/mo + utilities. Sept. rent paid
352-0058, leave message.
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lila<-ks\tani|>linotlr^i-r>.tom
Management Inc.
I Green. Ohio 43402
153-7126
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Help Wanted

ATTENTION. Dancers Wanted.
Earn up to $2000 per week
Work tor the best. Must be 18.
Apply in person at
De|a Vu 135 S. Byrne Rd.. Toledo.

1 James or Jackson

••

Hfc^*?!
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BG insurance, agency seeks sales
reps, tor new otlice. Up to 75% commissions, leads provided, will train &
pay lor license. Call 419-353-2888
Child care needed. 3-4 days a week
Transportation req.. 2 yr. old & 9 yr.
old Call Kathy at 419-494-1246.
FALL EXPANSION
ANY MAJOR $14.15 base-appt .
guaranteed starting pay. Fun
work environment with other students. Flexible work schedules
around classes. Part time & full
time positions avail. In our customer service/sales dept. No telemarketing, no door-to-door, no
exp. necessary. We train. Must
have positive attitude & people
skills. Need to till 39 positions by
Sept. 8, 2002. Call 419-874-1327.
wwwjf9.com
Make $320 Weak)
Sunchase Ski & Beach Breaks
Sales Rep positions available now.
Largest commissions. Travel Free!
1-800-SUNCHASEext114
Midwest's leading service of its kind
is looking for bright, ambitious &
hard-working people tor part-time
work Starting pay is $70 hr. plus
tips. We are Bustymaids. Give us a
call (419) 270-0810.
Office cleaning evenings.
Own transportation required.
Mon. through Fri. Call 352-5822.
Personal Trainer pt/time. flexible.
exercise science majors or related.
Fax resume to St. James Club
419-843-2513
Play childrens costumes educational
characters in pre/grade schools
Fun work, good pay, car needed.
Call Bob, 1-800-838-6960
Students to work w/Autistic- nonverbal 9yr/old boy on home based
program. Will tram. $7.50/hr. Eves &
weekends. Millbury, OH.
419-836-5215
Telephone interviewing. No sales.
Flexible scheduling Some days.
mostly evenings & weekends. Up to
$7* per hour. In Perrysburg. 8749541

Bahamas Party
Cruise $299
Cancun $459
Jamaica $469

Zones
Anjou or Bosc
Judicious
Agave drink
Put into different
words

28 Criticize harshly
29 Undersized

30
31
32
33
34
38

14 Musical key

48
50
53
56
58

Ancient Peruvians
Kingdom
Matinee idol
Blockhead
Nocturnal hunter
Soar

Ankara resident
GE acquisition in 1986
Monroe/Curtis movie
One opposed
l Know How He Feels"
singer
59 Eat away
60 Pod contents

Architect Saarinep
Sharon or Oliver
Repast
Bridge
Monroe/Ewell movie
Before, to Shelley

Shoulder of the road
Puts between
Cable
Most gunky
Red Guard member
Lhasa land
Czar's decree
Valerie Harper role
Encryptions

52 Alamogordo event

54
55
56
57

Han Solo's girlfriend
Small group
Police call letters
Maiden-name indicator
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61 Equal scores

62
63
64
65

28 Swine
29 Plunder

30 MacLaine movie

Opposing teams
Ernie's buddy
Glut
Drinker's salute
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35 Unhappy

36
37
38
39
40

40
41
42
43
45
48
49
50
51

46 Frigid
47 Defames

24 Camp beds
25 Jeweled headdreswi

BECOME A
JUVENILE MEDIATOR
The Wood Co. Pros. Attorney is
ottering tree training tor qualified
adults interested in becoming Volunteer Juvenile Mediators to assist
youths K-12 become better citizens.
For more information about this opportunity call 419-354-9250 & ask
(or Valerie Linkey, Exec Asst. or
Shawn McElroy. Dir By 9/15/02.
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27 Passover meal

H"

15 Cookie choice

Bartenders needed. No experience
necessary Earn up to $300 a day.
1-866-291-1884 ext. U112.

Following
Garlic unit
"Citizen _"
Lettering device
Hale-Bopp. e.g.

12 Time of note
13 Put on
21 Hindu exercise discipline
22 Mosaic piece
26 Marble material
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44 Sustenance

16
17
18
19
20
23

2
3
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1 Car lifts
6 Dogpatch creator
10 TV's talking horse
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Gala celebration
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STRAIGHT YEARS
PAPA PIZO'S

PISniM€LLO'S
'203 N. Main «« D6UV6RV

X25U6

B

$5.00 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
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4Pwc*)ChiCB«n $5 50

VtNMaa Gar-< B<a*d
a P«ca> Buc*»i
$10 50
"Ask about our other delivery specials

Help Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

Toledo area business looking for
part/lull-time employee to assist with
administrative duties. Please send
resumes to 1049 S. McCord Rd.
Holland, OH 43528. Attn: Ms. Green

'92 Mazda 626.5 speed, excellent
condition, sunroof. $2200.
Call 352-2373

"Rooms available, own room, next
to campus. Also, inexpensive
second semester apts.
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pnv
2 bedroom, non smoking furnished
apt. Close to campus, includes
utilities. Call Tim 353-5074.
2 bedroom., furnished.
1 block from campus.

VAN DRIVER-Dt/time. Provide
transportation to 4 from social services agency. Must be btwn. the ages
of 21-65, possess a valid OH drivers
license 4 an excellent dnving
record. 10-13 hrsAvk Must be available from 2-4pm, M-F w/possible
additional hrs. on Friday morning
Salary $7.69/hr. Submit resume 4
cover letter to lorlsecrc.wcnet.orQ
or Children's Resource Center, P.O
Box 738, BG. OH 43402.

'95 Contour. SE, V6, Auto, Leather,
Loaded, 94.000 miles, many new
parts, new tires, brakes, bearings,
tune up, water pump, new CD
player, optional stereo system,
transmission tune up.
419J08-2235 Best offer
'97 Dodge Intrepid. 4 dr ES. A/C.
cruise, leather seats, power driver
seat, cassette/CD, infinity sound,
power moon roof 100,000 mi. Great
cond. $6800 419-353-0696

For Rent

2 microwaves, $35 each. OBO.
Compt. desk. $50. OBO. Wood
frame futon, $50 OBO. 353-0477
'83 Porsche 944 Excell. cond. Too
many extras to list. Call 419-3457903. Asking $5000.
85' TOYOTA CAMRY.
One owner, Runs great. 160K.

$1100 419-494-6065

352-5239
534 B S. College- 3 BR Duplex, 1
1/2 Baths, AC. Avail Now! $800/mo
233 W. Merry-4 BR House zoned
for 4 unrelated. Avail Now! $840/mo.
Locajly owned and maganged.
Please call EyeCon Enterprises, Ltd.
At (419) 354-2854.
Charing Cross Apts. Move in before
Sept 14 for $199 4 get a free
Playstalion 2 Limited supply.

For Sale
1/2 house approx. 1,000 sq. ft. rent
$400, deposit $400. Rent includes:
utilities, cable, local phone, C/A.
W4D. bedrm. furnished, parking
space, non-smoking, no pets. Re!
Call 419-352-7637.
2 bedrm. roomy apt. in complex
close to campus. Clean 4 well
maintained. Washer, dryer, microwave, dishwasher. $605 plus utilities
. 419-865-3459

4193520590.
Female subleaser needed. Close to
campus-New Frazee, funtshed,
9 mo.-lease, availabe now.
(8151-942-6883.
Furn. room in brick house with
everything. Freedom ot house. $200
deposit 4 $250 rent 354-6117.
Roommate need- F preferred.
$250/m + 1/2 utils. Own bedr.
Call Julie 373-9983

Q T'RETZ'R'RE'D PRO'FE'RT'l'ES COMPANY £j
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Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedroom
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Apartments in Town!
starting at $285
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*Newly Renovated Haven House'
All Residents receive a membership to Cherry wood Health Spa
Indoor heated swimming pool & sauna. HydraSpa Whirlpool,
complete exercise equipment complete locker room & shower facilities.
530 S. Maple St.

(419)352-9378

Hours: M-F 8-12, 1-5
or by appointment
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Nww.SprlagBreakTravel.com

1-800-678-6386

Godfrey's Family Restaurant
-Godfrey's Friday night Special• All you can eat perch, potato, coleslaw, roll...
• All you can eat Alaskan walleye, potato, coleslaw, roll...
• Shrimp Dinner, potato, coleslaw, roll...
'salad and dessert (or an additional S1.89 with specials"

Management Inc.

Call 353-5800

■•

ACROSS

$250 a day potential bartending
Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 e«t .541

Gnu-eland. 208/212 S Church Si
GRAD STUDENT ONLY
2 Bdrm - A/C
Washcr/Dncr Hook-up
Close to Downtown
Starting al S650/Mo + Utilities

1m~
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Winemaking,
Homebrew Supplies,
8i Cigars
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Management Inc.

Mill"" House Apt. 830 4th Si.
1 Bdrm - A/C
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts al S400/Mo + Elcc & Gas
Call 353-5800

?r

K

Wanted: Standing Timber
Specializing in forest management.
Select Forestry Services
Dublin OH 1-800-634-3310

VAfssssss////ss/Af/////^^^

NilM.ili- Apt. I (is: Fairview,
2 Bdttns - A/C
Dishwasher - Garbage Di-.p,>-.il
Balh & \n - Washcr/Drjcr Hook-up
Starling al S6807Mu + I'tilinc
Call .'53-5800

Kvergreen Apl. 215 E. Poc
Efficiencies & I Bdrm (one led i
Laundry on site
Starts ai s:50/Mo
Call 353-5800

1m'

Subleasers ASAP. 2 bdrm, 2 bath.
Shuttle service. poot/AC. $515/mo.
$200 dep. Elect, only. Call 353-5521

Management Inc.

NOW OPEN

■■•■'■••••

Subleaser needed Jan. 03
for new apartment on N. Enterprise
Call Mike 353-3892.

marJuncnMe.com
Are you stressed? Join us at the
Stress Free Zone from 11 -2 on
September 18 (Wednesday) in the
Union Ballroom. The event will
feature a massage therapist.

The Daily Crossword Fix

Wanted

$5.50
$7.50
$6.25

4pm-Close

Ml-you-can edt Breakfast Buffet $5.50

a

Stop by our office ai
1045 N. Main St.

QOOFMrs r/kwtr MITMUIMHT

www.wcnet.org/-mecca

1021 S Main Si
Bowling Grtan. OH 43402

4UM2-0123

Sunday 8am to Noon:
(Bring this ad (or a free large juice)

Hours:
Mon-Thurs 6soam-s30pm
Friday 6 3o«m 9 30pm
Saturday ramtpm
Sunday Ban*9om

